
CIGAR MENU  

Cohiba Siglo V  
This cigar has a firm draw and burns well. The smoke is leathery and hearty with cedar and earthy 
notes. A delicious smoke with rich flavour - medium to full bodied. 
 

Cohiba Panetelas (Petit Panetelas)  
With an apparent lightness in both aroma and flavour. Once you taste it, you shall feel convinced and 
satisfied. Medium bodied. 
 

Romeo y Julieta Churchill  
This is a Churchill that redefines the concept of a ‘creamy smoke’. Powerful and yet disarmingly 
smooth. Robust and complex in its multitude of flavours which include vanilla, coffee, tropical fruit, 
wood, cocoa, nuts, herbs and flowers. 
 

Romeo y Julieta Short Churchill  
The Churchill starts out quite mild but is very enjoyable. Enjoy this cigar's perfect balance of nuts, 
earth, and sweet spicy flavours.  
 

Partagas Serie d’ no. 4 (Robusto)  
Balanced with flavour, this beauty from Partagas has an excellent draw with a hint of toast and some 
cedar flavour on the finish. Full bodied.  
 

Davidoff 2000 Tubos AT            
Timeless and elegant in every sense, the blend allows fresh floral scents to mingle with earthy, woody 
notes, revealing a hint of sweetness that leaves a characteristically clean and creamy aftertaste. 

 

Davidoff Entreacto  
Caramel flavours with a burnt wood taste appearing in the second half. Also present for the cigar’s 
duration is a coffee undertone, becoming blacker as the cigar reaches its nub, but never quite               
becoming bitter. This cigar is medium bodied, both in flavour and buzz. 

 

Hoyo de Monterrey Epicure no. 2 (Robusto)        
A rich, full bodied smoke filled with solid spice, sweet coffee bean and cocoa bean flavours with a 
long spicy finish. 
 
 

Montecristo no. 1 (Lonsdale)                            
A lush well made cigar with a perfect cap. Intriguing flavours of cream and leather. Medium to full 
bodied. 
 

Montecristo no. 2 (Torpedo)  
Monte No. 2 tantalises the palate with rich wood and spice flavours, yet maintains a creamy feel the 
whole way through. 
 

Montecristo no. 3 (Corona)  
This exquisite corona cigar displays flavours of coffee, cocoa and vanilla blended in great harmony 
with a medium tobacco taste. 
 

Montecristo no. 4 (Petit Corona)  
The highest selling cigar in the world. Flavours of damp earth and wood dominate this easy smoke. So 
delectable are these Monte's that they can be sampled at any hour of the day without spoiling the 
palate.  


